
TOWN OF MIDDLEBURY 1 

Infrastructure Committee 2 

Town Offices Large Conference Room 3 

Thursday, June 13, 2019 4 

Meeting Minutes 5 

 6 

Committee Members Present: Heather Seeley, Gary Baker, Luther Tenny, Chris Robbins, Judy Wiger-7 

Grohs, and Candy McLaughlin.  Lindsey Fuentes-George was absent.  8 

 9 

Town Staff: Director of Public Works Planning Dan Werner, Director of Public Works Operations Bill 10 

Kernan, Accounting Services Manager Jackie Sullivan and Chief of Police Tom Hanley. 11 

 12 

Also Present:  Judith Harris  13 

 14 

The Meeting was called to order by Heather Seeley at 8:45 a.m. 15 

 16 

Approval of Agenda 17 

 18 

Baker moved, and Wiger-Grohs seconded, to approve the agenda.   The agenda was approved with 6 in 19 

favor, 1 absent. 20 

 21 

Approval of Minutes 22 

 23 

Wiger-Grohs made the motion to approve the minutes of May 9, 2019, and Tenny seconded the motion. 24 

 25 

Amendments: 26 

Line 173 - Change “improve” to “approve”. 27 

Line 218 – Change “…that’s so to some extent” to “…that’s true to some extent”. 28 

 29 

The minutes were approved with 6 in favor, 1 absent. 30 

 31 

Citizen Concerns  32 

 33 

Wiger-Grohs said since she might need to leave before Committee Concerns at the end of the meeting, 34 

she wanted the Committee to be aware that the Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) has been found in Addison 35 

County, and experts are quite sure it is already in Middlebury.  She said the Tree Committee will be 36 

meeting on this today, but she was pleased that the State told her Middlebury is in good shape because 37 

of the money we’ve already set aside to deal with this. 38 

 39 

 40 

 41 

 42 
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Project Updates 43 

 44 

Werner said the Shard Villa Project is expected to begin around July 22nd with completion around August 45 

23rd, with recycling and paving happening after that. 46 

 47 

He said the Pump Station Project contracts have been signed and work will begin July 1st. 48 

 49 

Police Dept Insulation Contractor – Bid Consideration 50 

 51 

Werner said two bids were received for the insulation project at the police department; Vermont Foam 52 

Insulation Inc, at $5,785, and All Seasons Urethane Foam, LLP bid of $9,346.  He said both firms were 53 

reported to be responsible contractors, so he is requesting the Committee recommend the bid go to 54 

Vermont Foam Insulation. 55 

 56 

Harris said the original Zero by Degree report estimated the insulation cost at $6,000, so this is below 57 

that, with a payback within 13 ½ years. 58 

 59 

Robbins made the motion to recommend the Selectboard award the bid to Vermont Foam Insulation for 60 

the amount of $5,785.  McLaughlin seconded the motion.  The motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent. 61 

 62 

Control Building and Sand Filter Building Re-use Project 63 

 64 

Werner said he, Harris and Tom Hanley had met with Vermont Integrated Architecture (VIA), Otter 65 

Creek Engineering (OCE) and Engineering Ventures on this project, and met again with Ashar Nelson of 66 

VIA to see if we could get as concise as possible.  He said at this point we could approve through Phase 5 67 

of VIA’s proposal, which would get us to a point where we’re ready to go to bid next winter, and that 68 

would be a decision point for funding.  He said VIA’s proposal through Phase 5 is $45,310 and there is 69 

money in the budget to cover this. 70 

 71 

Tenny said in the Engineering Ventures proposal there is a target construction cost of $1 million and 72 

asked if we really wanted this to be a million dollar project.  Seeley said without this process we only 73 

have an estimate of how much it would cost.    Harris said after her original design work, we had a 74 

professional estimate from Henry Erikson, and VIA used Erikson’s estimate and there have been some 75 

shifts made since then, so it has been bumped up some.  She said this project includes the control 76 

building, a separate blast-proof building (for hazardous materials), sand filter building for parking and 77 

the completion of the Zero by Degree recommendations, which were not in the original estimate. 78 

 79 

Robbins asked if these prices were guaranteed for a certain period of time, and Seeley said they are 80 

good for three years, provided we do the work within that time frame. 81 

 82 
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Robbins made the motion to recommend the Selectboard approve the bid from Vermont Integrated 83 

Architecture through Phase 5 at a cost of $45,310.  Wiger-Grohs seconded the motion.  The motion 84 

carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent. 85 

 86 

Werner said he is recommending approving the Otter Creek Engineering proposal through Phase 3, Final 87 

Design.  He said the first thing that is needed is a survey of the building site and area to solve the 88 

drainage issues.   89 

 90 

There was some discussion about the drainage issue on the site and the impact of it on various aspects 91 

of the project. 92 

 93 

Wiger-Grohs made the motion to recommend the Selectboard approve the contract for Otter Creek 94 

Engineering through Phase 3 for $16,800.  Tenny seconded the motion.  The motion carried with 6 in 95 

favor, 1 absent. 96 

 97 

Werner said Engineering Ventures are the structural engineers for this project, and he is recommending 98 

only going through Phase 3 of their proposal, which will produce the construction documents needed to 99 

go out to bid. 100 

 101 

Tenny made the motion to recommend the Selectboard approve the contract for Engineering Ventures 102 

through Phase 3, for a total of $11,500.  McLaughlin seconded the motion.  The motion carried with 6 in 103 

favor, 1 absent. 104 

 105 

Seeley requested Werner ask VIA to break out their proposal in pieces in case the project needs to be 106 

broken down into different phases. 107 

 108 

Water Budget 109 

 110 

Werner said the proposed budget is $1,473,805.  He said one significant change is the increase of 111 

$109,800 in Capital Improvements to begin banking funds for future water projects, and he is proposing 112 

adding this same amount into the Water Capital Improvements for the next 5-years.   113 

 114 

Ramsay had prepared a slide show for the water and wastewater budgets, and said she and Werner 115 

hoped this slide show could also be used in the display in the National Bank of Middlebury window the 116 

Committee had discussed having in the near future. 117 

 118 

Werner said some of the drivers in the budget were wages and benefits, an increase in General Fund 119 

Administrative Charges to reflect the time staff spends on water, and the funding of the remaining 120 

cellular water meters to be installed, which is shared  equally by the Wastewater Budget.   121 

 122 
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Werner said we currently budget $235,000 for Capital Improvements, but we have shown the need for 123 

around $784,000 per year, so that is the reasoning behind increasing Capital Improvements by $109,800 124 

per year for the next 5 years to reach that needed amount. 125 

 126 

Werner said the rates to generate these funds requires an increase in the base rate from $43.74 to 127 

$50.00, and an increase in the user charge from $3.04/1,000 gallons to $3.43/1,000 gallons.  He said this 128 

would make the average (9,300 gallons) charge go from $63.79 to $72.01.  He said by breaking it down 129 

on a monthly basis, the average water rate would go from $21.26 to $24.00. 130 

 131 

There was discussion over whether to show the rates as monthly or quarterly, since the bills go out 132 

quarterly and is how people are used to thinking of the cost.   Ramsay said Werner was trying to get 133 

residents to think of what they pay monthly for water for comparison to what they pay monthly for 134 

other things, like cell phones.  It was decided it would be clearer if the slide showed both monthly and 135 

quarterly figures.    136 

 137 

Tenny asked what this would mean to a water bill in 5 years, and Seeley said it would go from $255 138 

annually to $543, and she felt that was too steep a change in 5 years.  She said while she was in favor of 139 

moving in this direction, she thinks it needs to be phased in over a longer period, and Tenny agreed.  140 

Robbins said maybe there should be more information provided to the residents about why this is 141 

needed. 142 

 143 

Seeley said again that she’s in favor of increasing the Capital Improvements budget proportionately, but 144 

is also concerned about the outstanding water projects that need to be done and how the possible bond 145 

expense for those will impact the water rates in the future.  She feels that is why this may be longer than 146 

a 5-year plan. 147 

 148 

Wiger-Grohs thought the step should be steeper.  She said people are realizing world-wide that water is 149 

an important commodity and if she had a choice between water and a cell phone, she’d choose water.  150 

She feels a lot of water is wasted as well, and Seeley said increasing rates will cause conservation which 151 

will then require the rates to increase again in order to raise the same amount of funds. 152 

 153 

McLaughlin asked how the base rate is determined.  Werner said typically the base rate covers the 154 

capital costs for investment in the systems, and the operational costs are in the usage rates.  He said if 155 

you try to put most of the charges on the usage rate it hurts the large water users, and if you put it on 156 

the base rate, it hits the average user harder, so they try to balance it out. 157 

 158 

Robbins asked Accounting Service Manager Jackie Sullivan how often people get water shut-offs for 159 

non-payment, and Sullivan said there were 16 this week, and this is after hours of staff time trying to 160 

work with them on getting payment agreements.  Sullivan also reminded the Committee that they are 161 

only looking at the water rates, and there are sewer rates as well. 162 

 163 
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Seeley said she appreciated Wiger-Grohs opinion and alternate view, but while she wants to get to that 164 

point, she’s cautious about thinking about a 5-year plan until we know what we’re doing with these 165 

outstanding projects.  Seeley said we’re trying to build up our Capital Budget to a point we can self-fund 166 

these water projects, while at the same time we’re trying to take care of deferred maintenance, and she 167 

thinks the combination of the two is too much. 168 

 169 

Robbins said she was in favor of approving this rate increase now and if in a couple of years it seems too 170 

much, then we can back-off a little bit.  Tenny said he liked the direction we’re headed, but we need to 171 

be mindful of the community feedback going forward and not be committed to a five-year plan.  172 

 173 

McLaughlin made the motion that the Committee recommends the proposed FY20 Water Fund budget 174 

of $1,473,805, and Tenny seconded the motion.  The motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent. 175 

 176 

Baker moved the Committee recommend to the Selectboard a water base rate of $50 for in-town users 177 

and a water base rate of $55 for out-of-town users and usage rate of $3.43 per 1,000 gallons for in-town 178 

users and $3.63 per 1,000 gallons of out-of-town users for FY20.  McLaughlin seconded the motion.  The 179 

motion passed with 6 in favor, 1 absent. 180 

 181 

Wastewater Budget 182 

 183 

Werner said they are proposing just a slight change to the Base Rate from $29.00 to $30.00 and to leave 184 

the usage rates the same.  He said they are simply trying to raise a bit more to invest in Capital 185 

Improvements.  He said there will be a need for an increase in the Agri-Mark usage charge to get them 186 

more in-line with other users and work is in motion on this.  He said Agri-Mark are currently at 187 

$5.52/1,000 gallons and they are working towards increasing it to $5.79/1,000 gallons. 188 

 189 

Robbins moved that the Committee recommend the proposed FY20 Wastewater Fund budget of 190 

$2,773,015 to the Selectboard for adoption.  Wiger-Grohs seconded the motion.  The motion carried 191 

with 6 in favor, 1 absent. 192 

 193 

Wiger-Grohs moved that the Committee recommend to the Selectboard the minimum base rate of $30 194 

per quarter and a usage rate of $6.78 per 1,000 gallons for FY20.  Tenny seconded the motion.  The 195 

motion carried 6 in favor, 1 absent. 196 

 197 

Sidewalk Replacement Bid Consideration 198 

 199 

Werner said four companies looked at the project and two submitted bids, and he reminded the 200 

Committee there was $70,000 in the budget for sidewalk improvements.  He said Champlain 201 

Construction’s bid on the package was $114,592.80 and the Acker Excavating bid was $93,830, so he is 202 

adjusting the areas of sidewalk to reconstruct to keep it within budget.  He pointed out two of the areas 203 

of sidewalks in the bid package were part of water repairs (Items 11 & 12), so those areas would be 204 
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repaired from the Water Budget.  He said he is recommending eliminating the Monroe Street sidewalk 205 

(Item 6) and a portion of Weybridge Street (Item 8). 206 

 207 

Seeley asked if this would include the area of Mary Hogan Drive from Court Street towards school, and 208 

he said it did and both contractors said it could be completed before school started in the fall.   209 

 210 

Tenny said the Monroe Street area did need some attention in some areas, and Dan said they may 211 

remove some sections and fill in with asphalt to remove tripping hazards. 212 

 213 

Seeley made the motion to recommend that the Selectboard award the bid to Acker Construction for 214 

the projects on the list, less 6 & 8, and items 11 & 12 to be paid for by the Water Budget, for a total cost 215 

of $68,180.  Tenny seconded the motion.  The motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent. 216 

 217 

Cady Road Engineering Contract 218 

 219 

Werner said the plan is to pay for this project through VTrans grant funds.  He applied for the Class II 220 

Paving Grant, the Culvert Structures Grant and the Better Roads Grant, and the only one we were 221 

successful with this year is the Better Roads Grant for $60,000.  He said this grant is good for 80% of the 222 

project, or up to $60,000.  He said this portion of the project would replace a 4’ culvert about a mile east 223 

of Route 7, but the problem is they want the final grant report done by June of 2020, and we have to get 224 

our permits and be out of the stream level by October 1st.  He said originally they said we’d know in 225 

February or March if we received the grant, but we didn’t hear until June.  He’s requested a proposal 226 

from Green Mountain Engineering, who did the Halpin Road culvert replacement project, which is very 227 

similar to this one.  He said at this point he’d only like to get approval through Item #9, which gets us 228 

through survey, design, permitting and cost preparation to the point of advertising for a cost of $14,200.  229 

He said the reality is that this might not go out until next spring, and you can’t get into the stream bed 230 

until June 1st. 231 

 232 

Luther said he thought we’d planned on replacing two culverts.  Werner said you can only apply for one 233 

culvert per grant, and the Better Roads Grant is $60,000 no matter the cost, whereas the Culvert 234 

Structures Grant is an 80-20 split, so is better for higher cost projects.   Seeley said this would be a multi-235 

year project, and hopefully next year we’d get the Culvert Structures Grant and the Paving Grant. 236 

 237 

Baker moved to recommend the Selectboard accept the Green Mountain Proposal through Item #9 for 238 

$14,200.  Robbins seconded the motion.  The motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 absent. 239 

 240 

Baker suggested contacting our legislators regarding the conflicting dates required by State agencies 241 

that make projects difficult. 242 

 243 

 244 

 245 

 246 
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Signal Equipment Improvements 247 

 248 

Kernan said the State has a contract with Wavetronics for replacing signalization statewide for their 249 

projects, so Wavetronics came and did a demo and looked at our pole infrastructure and layout, and we 250 

can get away with 2 sensors which will bring the cost down.  He got quotes from LaFaso Electric and East 251 

Coast Signals, which are really the only two local companies that do this work, and East Coast Signals 252 

came in at $58,000 and LaFaso Electric at $66,110.  He said each of these bids include 3 sensors, so 253 

$5,000 can be removed from each bid, so that makes East Coast Signals the low bidder at $53,000.  254 

 255 

Kernan said currently there are loops in the pavement, and the pavement has become rutted so that 256 

they can’t cut the loops back in, plus its old technology.  He said these new sensors are radar and 257 

basically plug into our electronics and are ready to go.  He said they claim they’re maintenance free and 258 

they perceive bicycles better than the loops, and will also pick up pedestrians.  He said he is unsure if 259 

any other municipalities have these, but this is what the State uses. 260 

     261 

Seeley asked about funds for this, and Werner said it would be out of the Highway Capital 262 

Improvements budget.   263 

 264 

Tenny asked about the private driveway at the Academy Street light, and if there is a loop in there 265 

would it interfere with the radar function of the light.  Werner said if you drive over the loop it ignores 266 

it, so you have to pause on the loop to activate it.  Kernan said he isn’t sure there’s a loop in this 267 

driveway. He said Werner didn’t think there was a loop, but East Coast Signals thought there was, so 268 

he’d talk to Chief Hanley to see the history on that light.  Tenny said the person in that driveway needs 269 

to know who has the “go” at that light.  Baker asked if the radar would pick up the driveway, and Kernan 270 

said only if they put in a 3rd sensor or use a loop instead. 271 

 272 

Tenny said the East Coast Signal bid does not specifically say they’re going to install them, where the 273 

Faso Electric does.    Seeley said prior to signing the contract be sure the installation is included. 274 

 275 

Tenny moved to recommend the Selectboard approve the East Coast Signals proposal with the 276 

deduction of $5,000 for a total of $53,000.  Seconded by Wiger-Grohs. 277 

 278 

Baker didn’t think we should be making a motion until we knew for sure we needed a loop or another 279 

sensor for the driveway. 280 

 281 

Tenny amended the motion to recommend the Selectboard approve the East Coast Signals proposal, not 282 

to exceed $58,000, and with clarification it includes installation.  Wiger-Grohs seconded the amended 283 

motion.  The motion was approved with 6 in favor, 1 absent. 284 

 285 

 286 

 287 

 288 
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Pulp Mill Bridge Protection Structure 289 

 290 

Werner said Irene Barna had expressed her concern to the Selectboard and staff that someone might hit 291 

the covered bridge when there is an increase in traffic through the bridge during the downtown project 292 

next summer.  She had sent photos of protection structures on other covered bridges 293 

 294 

He said there are 3 warning signs on the Middlebury side of the bridge, but no signs on the Weybridge 295 

side other than one on the bridge.  He said the signs on our side were required at the time the State 296 

rebuilt the bridge a few years ago.   The Committee reviewed the photos of the protection structures 297 

and Werner said there would be installation issues on both sides of the bridge due to a water line, 298 

guardrails and the sidewalk.  He said neither he nor Kernan were in favor of a structure. 299 

 300 

Robbins felt there needed to be additional signs to warn large vehicles to not even go that way since it 301 

would be difficult to turn around.  She suggested placing a sign by Bourdeau Brothers. 302 

 303 

Ramsay said she is in communication with the Weybridge Selectboard about this as well. 304 

 305 

Tenny said from an aesthetic standpoint on an historic bridge, he couldn’t support a structure.  Seeley 306 

thought Barna’s suggestion was to have the structure be temporary during this construction period.  She 307 

said she was hesitant to put up more signs 308 

 309 

Werner suggested talking to VTrans to see if they could put signs that say “Not a Detour” or something.  310 

Seeley was hesitant to “over-sign” since if they hit the bridge they haven’t read the signs anyways.  311 

Tenny said he feels if there are appropriate signs on both sides, and someone hits it, it can most likely be 312 

repaired and their insurance would have to pay for it. 313 

 314 

Seeley suggested maybe one of the flashing light signs from VTrans to place them by the Pulp Mill Bridge 315 

during the Main Street shut-down.   Tenny said Middlebury College said they use flashing beacons that 316 

are solar and are simple to install. 317 

 318 

After further discussion about sign placement and where vehicles could turnaround, it was left that 319 

Ramsay would speak to VTrans about signage. 320 

 321 

Committee Member Concerns 322 

 323 

Robbins asked if the Creek Road project would come back to the Infrastructure Committee.  Seeley said 324 

she had proposed to the Selectboard that they appoint a small working group, facilitated by Pete 325 

DeGraff, to answer some additional questions.  She said she’d like this group to do a matrix, similar to 326 

the one used for the Rail Platform Project, showing different options and the categories they were 327 

evaluated by, and  after that was done,  it would clear what the best choice was.  She said once they 328 

identify the options it could be brought to the Infrastructure Committee before going to the 329 

Selectboard. 330 
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 331 

Wiger-Grohs referenced the earlier water rate conversations, and said when the gas prices went up over 332 

the holidays it didn’t impact people’s driving, they still drove. 333 

 334 

The next meeting of the Infrastructure Committee will be July 11, 2019 at 8:45 a.m. in the Town Offices 335 

at 77 Main Street. 336 

 337 

The meeting adjourned at 10:28 a.m. upon motion by Wiger-Grohs, seconded by Baker. 338 

 339 

Respectfully submitted, 340 

Beth Dow 341 


